Spatial disparity sensitivity in area PMLS of the Siamese cat.
Previous studies of the visual system of Siamese cats have shown that binocular cells are scarce in areas 17, 18 and 19, yet significantly more abundant in suprasylvian areas such as the postero-medial lateral suprasylvian area (PMLS). The present study aims at evaluating the sensitivity to spatial disparity of PMLS binocular cells in paralyzed and anesthetized Siamese cats. Centrally located receptive fields were mapped, separated using prisms and then stimulated simultaneously using two luminous bars optimally adjusted to the size of the excitatory receptive fields. Delays were introduced in the arrival of the luminous bars in the receptive fields so as to create the desired spatial disparities. Results indicate that approximately a third of PMLS units are binocular and that these binocular cells can detect spatial disparity cues. Indeed, although the sample was relatively small, cells of the tuned excitatory (14/34), tuned inhibitory (2/34), near (6/34) and far (1/34) types were identified. The spatial selectivity, as measured by the width at half height of the tuning curves of the excitatory and inhibitory cells and the slopes of the near and far cells, was similar to that obtained in PMLS of normal cats but not as precise as that found for primary visual areas in these animals. This suggests that these cells might serve as a substrate for coarse stereopsis.